
From now on, you can dispense with the multi-
tude of different programs and applications on 
your PC that you constantly need to switch 
between just to commission a single shipment. 
Why not focus on your actual business, benefit 
from this digital work simplification tool and 
minimise your coordination inputs.

The GO! Shopware plug-in now enables you to 
utilise shipment commissioning 2.0 – it is faster, 
easier and more efficient. The plug-in can be 
easily installed in the relevant Shopware environ-
ment. Once integrated into the shipping process, 
web shop customers can be provided with an 
additional shipping option via GO! and ship-
ments can in future be commissioned directly ex 
Shopware.

Required or full shipping data is stored in parallel 
in our ERP system and then processed quickly 
and reliably by us as shipping partner to ensure 
seamless shipment handling.

Once an order has been placed, a GO! shipping 
label is generated as an order acknowledgement, 
which is saved to the order as a PDF document. 
Any order that has been placed can also be 
cancelled if an error is made during the booking 
process.

The advantages of the GO! Shopware 
plug-in at a glance 

 ■ free-of-charge provision of the plug-in
 ■ seamless integration in Shopware 5
 ■ easy interface installation and configuration
 ■ specification of pickup time slots for each

weekday
 ■ automatic booking of same-day pickups

directly ex your Shopware environment
 ■ ordering can be placed both automatically via

order status change and manually
 ■ shipping labels can be printed ex your Shop-

ware environment
 ■ shipping labels can be accessed directly from

order summaries
 ■ commissioning of multi-parcel shipments
 ■ order-specific post-processing feasible within

orders (e.g. for scheduled deliveries)
 ■ orders can be cancelled up to two hours

before scheduled pickup
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